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Notice of redundant publication

This notice clarifies the relationship between Solitary 
fibrous tumours in the extracranial head and neck region: 
correlation of CT and MR features with pathologic findings. 
Authored by: Y Liu, K Li, H Shi and X Tao. Radiol. Med. 
2014 May 27. https ://doi.org/10.1007/s1154 7-014-0409-9 
and MRI findings of solitary fibrous tumours in the head 
and neck region. Authored by: Y Liu, X Tao, H Shi and K 
Li. Dentomaxillofac. Radiol. 2014 January 19. https ://doi.
org/10.1259/dmfr.20130 415.

The two articles were examined following the Commit-
tee of Publication Ethics (COPE, http://www.publi catio 
nethi cs.org) guidelines with regard to suspected redundant 
publication. The article published in Radiol. Med. presents 
new findings as well as substantial amount of information 
previously published in Dentomaxillofac. Radiol. This notice 
is published to inform the reader about the partial overlap 
of data.

Except for DCE MRI maximum slope and follow-up time 
all other MRI findings (size, morphology, signal intensity, 
ADC values and DCE characteristics) of the same 8 patients 
(same initials, same age and same site of lesion) are pre-
sented in both articles. However, the article published in 
Radiol. Med. included data of 10 additional patients in a 
study period which was 6 months longer compared to the 
study published in Dentomaxillofac. Radiol. Furthermore, 
the article in Radiol. Med. presents CT data, DCE MRI 
maximum slope and follow-up time that is not presented 
in the Dentomaxillofac. Radiol. article. Several figures are 
only presented in Radiol. Med.: all CT images, time–density 
curve of the CT images, Fig. 1a–h. The difference in datasets 
between the two articles is specified in more detail in Table 1 
displayed below.

The original article can be found online at https ://doi.org/10.1007/
s1154 7-014-0409-9.
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Table 1  Comparison of the datasets presented in Solitary fibrous 
tumours in the extracranial head and neck region:correlation of CT 
and MR features with pathologic findings. Y Liu, K Li, H Shi and X 
Tao. Radiol. Med. 2014 May 27. https ://doi.org/10.1007/s1154 7-014-

0409-9 and MRI findings of solitary fibrous tumours in the head and 
neck region. Y Liu, X Tao, H Shi and K Li. Dentomaxillofac. Radiol. 
2014 January 19. https ://doi.org/10.1259/dmfr.20130 415

n.a. not available

Dentomaxillofac. Radiol. 2014 Radiol. Med. 2014 Notes

Study period Jun 2004–Jun 2012 Jun 2004–Dec 2012 Radiol. Med.: 6 months longer
Study population 6M/2F 12M/6F Radiol. Med. > Dentomaxillofac. Radiol.
Age 42 (22–68) 47 (18–75) Radiol. Med. > Dentomaxillofac. Radiol.
Imaging MRI, DWI (5pts) DCE (4 pts) CT

MRI, DWI (6 pts), DCE (5 pts)
Radiol. Med. > Dentomaxillofac. Radiol.
Add new imaging modality-CT.

ADC 0.001157 ± 0.0003049 mm/s2 0.00116 ± 0.00029 mm/s2 Radiol. Med. n = 6;
 Dentomaxillofac. Radiol. n = 5

DCE MRI, slope n.a. 35.62 ± 19.925 New findings in Radiol. Med.
CT n.a. Enhancement curves New findings in Radiol. Med.
Study population Table 1 groups clinical and 

imaging findings
Data of imaging and study population 

splitted in Table 1 and 2, CT findings 
added

In Radiol. Med. the follow-up time and new CT 
findings are reported

Pathology Table 2 Table 3 Same features; Radiol. Med. n = 18; 
 Demaxillofac. Radiol. n = 8

Figures Figure 1e Figure 1I Reporting similar findings from two different 
cases

Figure 2a–d Figure 3 Equal showing the only case with the erosion of 
the orbit floor

Figure 2e–g Figure 1j–l Reporting similar findings from two different 
cases
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